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March 12, 2010 Scouting Report – It’s March: Snow’s Gone. After 97 days we cross 50 degrees, 
Snow molds impress, Winter injury as expected, Keith speaks GDD, and Nick says graphics 
 
Chicago/Northern Illinois Update: Derek Settle - DSettle@cdga.org  
It looks like spring...though ‘officially’ it is to begin 20 March.  For the first time in months, we 
see shades of green unencumbered by snowcover.  Winter 2009-10 just set an interesting record.  
Days below 50 degrees...not something we think about (normally). Well weathermen do.  On 
Saturday, February 27 it hit the airwaves – ‘a public information statement’.  Northern Illinois 
had been experiencing sub-50 degree weather for 88 days. We were told our last ‘warm’ day was 
December 1st and to expect a few more dismal days. We were fully aware, snow and ice had 
blanketed the upper Midwest winter 2009-10. For some it was cause for worry – I mean concern.   

 
Highs cross 50s then 60s (Tue, Wed).  Keith sees pink snow mold for the second year of his life 
– 2009 was his first.  An L-93 bentgrass fairway on Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL. Settle 3-11-10 
 
However, cold days were statistically unlikely to last beyond March 10.  And you know what?  
They were right this time (write this down).  On March 9 the sub-50 streak ended at 97 days. 
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Weather – signs of a long winter. 
Most Chicago areas crossed 50 degrees on 9 March. Our remaining snow cover quickly 
disappeared.  I counted it up and we hit 97 days of sub-50 temperatures.  We beat 1875’s 96 
days. So 2010 is number 5 for all-time cool winters (relatively speaking). Years ahead of us were 
1920, 1945, 1899, and 1979.  What does it mean?  I suspect we might see some unusual stuff.  
For some, snow/ice cover was continuous from Christmas on. It began 24 Dec with freezing rain. 
 

 
 

 
Back to back day highs over 50 degrees. Soil thaws. Soil temps. quickly climb above 40 degrees. 
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What a thing to say!  “I suspect we might see some unusual stuff...” 
Unusually abundant gray and pink snow mold activity reported from Central Illinois to Chicago. 
 

Pink snow mold is trouble 
(Microdochium nivale). Of 
the two snow molds pink is 
more troublesome Because 
conditions for this disease 
are air temperatures that 
range from 32 to 50 
degrees. We will continue 
to monitor and address pink 
snow mold outbreaks on 
golf course areas this spring 
until early May.  As long as 
overly wet conditions 
remain we may need to treat 
for its suppression.   
 
Currently the soil is super-
saturated throughout and 
this will promote growth of 
cool temperature fungi. 
Snow melt, a return of 
spring rains, and frozen 
soils collectively meant our 
soils were super-saturated 
for the past several weeks.   
 
The good news is our soils 
have begun to thaw rapidly 
this week in Illinois. The 
newfound drainage will 
allow for much needed 
drying.   
 

“I have never seen anything like this in my 30+ year career.” Chicago Superintendent 3-11-10 
 
Gray snow mold no longer an issue (Typhula spp.). Dr. Rick Latin at Purdue Univ. sent an 
update on 8 March.  He mentioned gray snow mold damage is ‘done’.  It cannot blight anymore 
since its required temperature for growth is narrow 32-36 F. We typically see most gray snow 
mold damage on golf course rough areas.  Superintendents do not treat roughs and here is why.  
It is an environmentally conscious decision – when areas are out of play we reduce all inputs.  
Additionally, the damage occurs on Kentucky bluegrass which spreads with below ground 
runners - rhizomes. Its spreading growth habit means it can recover once growth resumes. The 
patches of matted turf are just raked to remove the suffocating effect of collapsed blighted turf.   
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A ‘well-defined’ surface drainage pattern across a bentgrass fairway. “The snow came off the 
course early this week and revealed some text book Pink Snow mold damage.  I have spoke with 
a number of superintendents across Central Illinois and everyone is seeing some snow mold...  
We had snow cover much longer than typical so I am not surprised.  We treated greens and tee 
areas so our damage is in the fairways which were untreated.” Central IL Superintendent 3-11-10 
 

From Central Illinois.  Pink snow mold that is ‘active’ (left). courtesy photo 3-12-10  It lives up 
to its name –  pink snow mold glowing from beneath the snow (right).  courtesy photo 3-8-10  
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Winter Injury Reported – entire extent of damage not yet known 
Year in and year out there is nothing quite as bad as disorders of the physiological sort.  While 
talking to a group of superintendents I reminded them that my training was in plant pathology.  
However, the basis of my education was Horticulture, Landscape Design.  My point was that we 
all begin from a foundation – that was just mine.  Their’s, I informed, was similar to mine – a 
horticulture-based eductation with emphasis on Turfgrass Science.  It just cost less.  Beyond that 
we go out and get a job.  Then we really start learning.  I gave them a review of scouting report 
information from Feb-June in 2009.  The purpose?  To show them a snapshot of what they might 
expect in 2010.  My final words –“You are now a whole bunch of -ologists. Not just a plant 
pathologist (plant disease) or a plant physiologist (plant health).”    A taxonomist (plant i.d.), an 
entomologist (bugs), a climatologist (weather), and a sociologist (employees and golfers). You 
see I learned this too – helping Chicago’s 300+ golf courses 2006-2009.  I had learned ‘ology’. 
 
Plant Physiology.  Color speaks volumes in the plant kingdom.  Now that the snow has receded 
it has become apparent that winter injury of greens has occurred. Still much of this green may 
recover as long as plant crowns remain viable. This green is located low on this problem – an 
indicator of harsh environmental condititons both winter and summer.  Poor drainage of course. 

 
“[This] green looks the worst, however it looks like there is some grass coming back. We spread 
some seed and covered 3 greens today – two don't look that bad, but we went ahead and covered 
them.  Still have large sheets of ice on some fairways, and the frost is still in the ground (could 
not get the staples into the ground in places for the covers).” Chicago Superintendent 3-12-10 
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On freezing tolerance of Poa annua  - excerpts from an eVerdure article by D. Settle 2-6-10 
Chicagoland Assoc. of Golf Course Superintedents http://www.cagcs.org/verdure.html 
Thanks A Lot Guys!  The second sentence read “Strong selection pressure under intensive management 
on golf course putting greens combined with the ability of annual bluegrass to adapt to low mowing 
heights, shade, and compacted soils have led to the establishment of perennial phenotypes with superior 
aesthetic and playing attributes.”  Thanks a lot guys!  The third sentence... “As a result of their ability to 
produce seeds under the lowest mowing heights and to maintain strong vegetative growth throughout the 
growing season, perennial biotypes of annual bluegrass (Poa annua forma reptans) have come to 
dominate the putting surfaces of many of the best golf courses in the northern United States and Canada.”   
 
The Poa annua Problem Come Winter and Spring. I especially liked sentences four and five... “This 
unsown component of the swards, however, had been historically and still remains considered as an 
invasive weed that must be eliminated from golf greens. Much of this negative perception owes to its 
susceptibility to environmental stresses including insufficient tolerance to subfreezing temperatures.”  
That convinced me and from now on I am calling it a weed – an ‘insufficient-weed’ to be exact. 
 
Crop Science, Vol. 50, January-February 2010.  The study by Dionne et al. was a survey of 42 
ecotypes of Poa annua for tolerance to freezing from locations in the U. S. (Maryland, North Carolina, 
New Jersey, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Virginia, and Washington) as well as 
Quebec, Canada.  In a nutshell the current study conclusions are pretty cool (pun intended).  It all comes 
down to selection pressure, a guy named Darwin, and location, location, location.  Here are five points. 
 
1) Poa is in control –genetic traits exist.  Following a cold temperature acclimation period, Poa annua can 
increase its subfreezing tolerance by increasing solutes (carbohydrates) in the plant cell solution. 
2) From Canada to the U.S. – meta-scale. Correlations between the environment at each collection site 
versus inherent freezing tolerance of the Poa annua ecotype collected suggest acquired genes are 
important for its winter survival. (i.e., Ecotypes from Quebec enjoy have less freezing tolerance probably 
because greater snow depth provides insulation - less selection pressure for freezing tolerance). 
3) From number 1 to number 18 green – micro-scale.  Poa annua ecotypes from the same climatic zone 
and/or within a single golf course can have different freezing tolerance levels. This suggests Poa annua 
adapts to freezing at the microclimate level (i.e., Poa annua populations evolve differently green to green 
within a golf course.  A shaded green might develop Poa annua with greater freezing tolerance.) 
4) The physiological adaptation for freezing tolerance – and the winner is? High molecular weight 
fructans seem to be the key anti-freeze manufactured by Poa annua ecotypes imbued with greater freeze 
tolerance.  The investigators deduced this because other known cryoprotectants such as sucrose and 
proline did not influence variations in cold tolerance of annual bluegrass.  
5) It all makes sense to me...  Why we never exactly know what to say when questions are posed 
regarding winter injury.  Q: How long ice cover can be damaging? A: It depends...it is something like 45, 
60, or 90 days.  Q: What freezing temperature kills Poa annua.  A: It depends...the current study found a 
freezing tolerance range (-17.0 degrees F to 1.0 degree F) existed for Poa annua.  This explains why we 
see a lot of variation of winter-kill from green to green or even on a larger scale as we know exists across 
Metro Chicago golf courses.  Winter injury of annual bluegrass is very complicated because the genetics 
of Poa annua are diverse when compared to a single seeded variety of creeping bentgrass gifted with 
specific traits selected by a plant breeder.   
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Keith Rincker, M.S. - KRincker@cdga.org 
Turfgrass Research Manager and Website Coordinator 
 
What a difference a week can make.  Just a week ago we were under snow and waiting for 
spring.  Now we have had a couple extra nice spring days.  Our first warm spell since December 
was nice and sure enough it got the growing degree days going.  Growing Degree Days (GDD) is 
our record of how much heat/growth we have collected since a starting date.  Last year Illinois 
and Indiana were added to the website www.gddtracker.net.  This tool allows us to track the 
progress of growing degree days as they progress across the state and surrounding region.   
 

Just at the beginning of 
the week we had little 
degree days accumulated, 
but as I use the forecast 
tool on the website I can 
see that the southern 
portions of the state will 
soon be in the target 
range to spray 
Proxy/Primo application 
to suppress Poa 
seedheads.  For today, 
models shown to the 
right are now in the 
“close” range for 
Southern Illinois (see 
current image).   
 
Ron Calhoun from 

Michigan State set up this website with models from scientific research.  At the moment, weed 
models to time herbicide applications include Poa seedheads, crabgrass pre-emergance, and 
spring broadleaf timing.  In fact the pre-emergant crabgrass model is targeting soon as well.  
Later in the year models for insect and diseases should become available.  
 
While the weekly summaries in the Turf Scouting Reports are written during the season, our 
yearly summary, the Turfgrass Pest Calendar was completed over winter and includes pictures 
and observations from 2009.  Currently the calendar is available on our website where you can 
navigate through months and the past three years.  Turf Scouting Reports have been added dating 
back to 2007 and available at the click of a mouse!   
 
The calendar serves as a reference of previous observations during March like Rhizoctonia 
yellow patch and Microdochium patch.  This year we added growing degree days.  On March 15, 
2009 we had accumulated 80-105 degree days, base 32, across Chicago.  This year we have 
accumulated 62-88 growing degree days.  GDDTracker schedules the “target” range for 
Proxy/Primo applications at 200-500 GDD base 32, and pre-emergant crabgrass models target at 
250-500 GDD base 32.   
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CDGA Turfgrass Pest Calendar, image for March 2010. For more see www.cdgaturf.com.  
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Nick DeVries - ndevries@cdga.org 
Research Assistant and Internet Communications Manager 
The new CDGA turf website is close to competition. I hope to get the new site up before April 

15. My current task is 
taking all the content 
from the old site and 
placing it into the new 
one. This should go 
quickly because Keith 
Rincker with a “c” has 
done a great job keeping 
all research and scouting 
reports up to date.  

Another project I have 
undertaken is to create a 
flyer for the 2010 CDGA 
Member Days. Member 
Days are golf outings 
exclusively for CDGA 
members to benefit the 
Sunshine Through Golf 
Foundation. 

The flyer will be in this 
year’s CDGA Green 
Book. This was my first 
time making a design for 
print, and I am very 
happy with the outcome. 
The flyer was made in 
Photoshop CS2. 

I am excited for the new 
season to begin as your 
Research Assistant and 
Internet Comm. Manager.  
Nick 
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IL Weather Conditions – Min/Max air temperatures (degrees F) and snow/rainfall: 
source http://www.isws.illinois.edu/warm/mapdesc.asp 
     Min/Max temperature                                                                                                    snow totals and March precipitation  
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Goodbye snow. Snow cover across the region seemed to melt all at once.  While Chicago was 
working on counting their record sub-50 degree days, Rockford counting their sub-45 days. The 
Northwestern IL GCSA March Education, Elliot Golf Course, Rockford, Illinois Settle 3-12-10 
  

 
Goodbye snowman. Good grades at Medinah Country Club. Club Leadership Conference. 3-6-10 
 
Thank you for your continued support and communication.  Welcome to above-50 
degree weather... Derek, Keith, and Nick – The CDGA Turfgrass Program 


